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Filipino
veterans
to be
honored

UPD prepares

for weekend
festivities
BY RACHAEL HAMILTON

Club to hold vigil
and mock funeral
in Student Union
BY PRISCILLA WOO
Daily Staff Write!
In honor of Filipino American
Heritage month, the Filipino
American organization of San Jose
State University, Akbayan, has collaborated its efforts with Students
Action for Veterans’ Equity to host
a vigil on campus to commemorate
the Filipino American veterans of
World War II.
The vigil, followed by a mock
funeral procession, will start today
at 4:15 p.m. in the Almaden room
of the Student Union.
A brief presentation on the
history of the Filipino American
veterans, or veteranos, will take
place in the beginning, said A -Jay
Nicolas, Filipino cultural coordinator for Akbayan.
Many veteranos who fought
alongside American
soldiers
in World War II were deprived
of the benefits that American
soldiers received, said Camille
Sibucao, cultural coordinator for
Akbayan.
The Rescission Act of 194h.
enacted by President Harry
Truman. denied Filipino veterans as American veterans, saying that Filipinos will not receive pension and will not have
served in the World War II under
America. said Nicolas, a senior
majoring in radio, television and
film.
Many Filipino Americans have
been fighting for years to repeal
the act through the Filipino veterans’ equity bill.
Nicolas said the bill is supposed to change the "will not have
served" to "will have served" in
World War 11 under the United
States.
It has been more than fin years.
and the veteranos have still not received their benefits, said Sibucao.
who is a junior majoring in graphic
design.
After the presentation, the funeral procession will begin, which
will lead around campus and end
up collecting in the amphitheatre.
Nicolas said.
An empty coffin will be carried throughout the procession,
displaying the Filipino flag on
top, symbolic of the veteranos that
have died for their country, said
Nicolas.
Audio from the Veterano Project
will be played during the procession, said Nicolas. The Veteran()
Project was where students interviewed the surviving veteranos
to get their stories preserved on
video.
"Even if (the veteranos) pass
away we will always have this
record of what they went through
in World War 11 and what they
suffered as a result of not getting
pension for their efforts," Nicolas
said.
The vigil on campus is supposed to create awareness for
other students because "it is a
pretty big issue in our community." she said. "A lot of (veteranos) are dying every day and
they still aren’t getting what they
deserve."
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From left to right: Joel Bridgman, Associated Students director of students rights and responsibilities; Felipe
Gutierrez, a senior majoring in sociology; and Ricardo Ramirez, a junior majoring in child development,
compete in a modified three-legged race during the Student Organization Competition held at the A.S.
Recreation Area on Wednesday.

S. promotes
Homecoming
Organizers hope to outdo last year’s turnout
BY LYDIA SARRAILLE
Daily Staff \A
San Jose State I ns ei sits Homecoming kicked off
this week , ith several es emits organized by Associated
Students.
All Homecoming events this year are free to participants. unlike last s ear s carnival that caused some students to criticize last y CM’’’. A.S. board of directots.
(’he Angkham. A.S. director of communication affairs, said this year A.S. tried to put together
Homecoming eVeni, 11111 0 IMId appeal to the majority
of San Jose State I’m v ci sity students.
"We felt there wasn’t enough marketing last year....
Not enough people w ent to the carnival, and when they.
found they had to pay. it didn’t help." Angkham said.
"We wanted every thing to be tree this year and make
things accessible to as many students as we can.
Among the eNenis that are scheduled are student organization competition held Wednesday and a "movie
night" featuring the film "(’,rease" on the A.S. lawn
later that evening that Is as planned to include a ’50sthenied costume contest.
Upcoming events include an "Oktoherfest" thinned
root -beer float parts named "Spartober Fest" to be held
at 5 p.m. on Friday on the A.S. lawn.
Emily Molino. A.S. director of programming. and
the A.S. member who is heading up the Homecoming
plans, said A.S. planned to hold Spartober Fest in
Campus Village. but had to change the venue due to the
up-coming grand opening celebrations.
In addition, the tailgate party on Saturday will feature an A.S. tailgate with free barbecue and prize giveaways and is open to all students.
Any students who wish to tailgate on their own arc
also welcome. but space is available on a first -come,
first -served basis.
"If you want to bring your own tailgate, you probably need to get tto the stadium) pretty early." Molino
said. "It’s a big event."
Molino said all of the events planned for
Homecoming week are open to all SJSU students and
are geared toward raising school spirit and giving SJSU
a sense of community.
"When we planned (Homecoming), we really wanted to get people involved and raise school spirit for the
football team." Molino said.
Alberto Gutierrez. A.S. president said he hopes
Homecoming is well attended this year.

-Flu. year’s Ilinnevonung is MI to an eSeltilig shirt with a
slouchot aili% !Iles ond es enIs
up all weekend long.
Ai, milling to 1’1mi:tsar.% Polk e Department Chid! Andre
HaInc‘ L.PD Plans to 140‘111e 1101 thIs "ell ’tailed "%Ali it!, II he game. btu
bussing students Irom
Campus illage to the game
’1’1) evpects a large attendance at the game and. to prepare, 55111 ha% e at least h1/
cps on pa111 [I May and Ott
in Saturday.
’Pl) Sgt. Robert Nortego said past games ha Ye not been
unmanag(table. and he doesn’t :nil icipaie anything different
this year.
’Hie few problems 1’1’1) has dealt with include alcohol oftenses and sonic pits si ii assaults.
-In past sears, ss c’s hail some drunken scuttles, but most
games are pe.wel iii. s.sl Noriega .
VI) \\ ill11;Ie
1 dt.,1,;11:11ell drIVer booth at the game to in I
SC
elkolita.l2e people to have a designated
ill is ci is hell !hes drink.
"People 11CC iiiouraged t,, him a designated drI\ci lo The
game it they chi lose lo di ink,
timer,.’ yt ill be a contest 101 designated ’Imo’ "hi" Pa"
icenwe dc ki lest Patrons should
ii l’relmunars ,\ls’oluol
%1st! the booth before thc game to till out an entry limn.
Rehire the third quarter. I TO v%ill make an atillin1111.CMCDI requesting that people to return it Ille hot .111 to lake die screening test.
Upon passing. they sv ill he entered into a dims mg to w in
a tree iPod.
Atter the game, UPI) w ill be patrolling the area or DUI
enforcement. (’Pt) has receised an Alcohol and lies crap:
Control grant this semester to aid in presenung alcohol -related campus crimes.
Noriega said that overall. ’PD looks tom ard to hay mg a
good game and would advise people to he sate and. it SI
drink, don’t drive."

Grand opening
set for Village
S.J. mayor to speak at ceremony
BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
,I. 5taff Wr

DANIEL SATO / DAILY STAFF
Eric Tiamzon, a senior majoring in interior business,
competes in the Jello Bobbing event of the Student
Organization Competition held at the A.S. Recreation
Area on Wednesday.
"It’s a good way to get involved with your school
and h a part of campus unity." ( iutierrez said.
Today’s event is Spartan Idol, a singing competition
with celebrity judge William Hung, of American Idol
season-three notoriety.
see HOMECOMING, page 7

The Village Market grand opening celebration is
scheduled to take place Saturday in the Campus Village
courtyard before San Jose State Univ ersity’s homecoming game, said James Whinery. assistant director of retail
operations for Spartan Dining.
"We’re going to set up some vendor tables right outside
the Village Market." Whincry said. "Anything that we’re
going to be gis ing out at the tables will he free."
Starbucks coffee, Red Bull energy drinks. Dreyer’s Ice
Cream and Pepsi are among the products to be offered by
vendors at the event. Whiner). said.
Aden Scott, a junior majoring in illustration and ammation who lives in Campus Village. said he isn’t planning
on going to the homecoming game. 1,111 he ought iome to
the Village Market’s grand opening.
"I’ll probably drop by.- Scott .atil
Kelly Patterson. assistant manager of Villaee Markel.
said the store sells products from all ol the endors scheduled to come Saturday.
She and her coworkers are currently planning where
each of the tables will he located the day of the grand
opening. Patterson said.
"We’re trying to get everyone set up and figure out
where we can go. because we don’t want to step on (the
housing department’s) toes." Patterson said.
Village Market’s celebration is riding on the coattails of the Campus Village grand opening. which is also
scheduled for Saturday’. Patterson said.
"I don’t think we are (publicizing the event)." Patterson
said.
A stage will be set up for Mayor Ron Gonzales and
SJSU President Don Kassing. who will make speeches
Saturday before the ribbon cutting ceremony for Campus
Village, Whinery said.
"We’re trying to make sure all our vendors are
there but not in housing’s way." Patterson said. "It’s
housing’s celebration. That’s going to he the really big
see VILLAGE, page 7
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Should private companies be able to sell
consumer information to other companies?
Selina; personal ittiOrmation is a
violation of COIL\PIller

ittiOrmation allows
The .Nharing
companies to. better serve consumers.

In a technologically driven world. where information is available at
the click of a mouse, some people make it a point to keep their identities
safe.
We see this in advertising offering anti-spyware software. We see this
in advertising for anti -virus software. We see this in advertising for an
easy way to restore credit ratings.
It seems, through the need for all this advertising. Americans want as
few people to have access to their records as possible.
So it is odd then, given the desire to limit what information is available about consumers, that companies can freely buy and sell consumer
data records and track what individuals are doing, and how they are
spending their money.
Companies may argue that by having consumer information, they can
better serve their customers.
Let me translate. By "better serving" their ishithicis. companies are
really "better serving their customers through ad, cm I.;1112
Ever wonder where junk mail comes from.’
The answer is companies have access to
information about you, your family and all
your spending habits
True, companies is ant to target a certain
not cu cry one is in the
sector of society
market for the latest lingerie trout Victoria’s
Secret or can afford the newest Mei, edes
But what it all boils down to is iris \
In recent years, mime people Moe omplained about the large numbers rut
sethCHEETO BARRERA
lanceance cameras in New York City. Me curlsumer activist group. the Electronic Frontier
Foundation. broke the code for how the Secret Sets Ice tracks printers
through the use of clots in some lasei color printers.
They argue, according to an Oct 17 Associated Press article that by
comparing the markings on paper. law enforcement officials can track
groups that speak out against the gii eminent.
The United States is a capitalist society, and as such, companies have
the right to use cenam means as a ilable to them to make money.
lowever. there is a big "but" that needs to go in that sentence but,
nitt at the expense of morality the laws of this natittn and the fundamental liberties enjoyed by the cm/ens of the U.S.
And it is not unreasonable that companies be restrained in what information they are allowed to obtain or give away’ about consumers the
tederal government already’ is.
The Supreme Cow has ruled on seVeral occasions that the right to
1 is icy prohibit, state and federal governments from enacting laws prohibiting certain sexual practices.
Law enforcement cannot search property without a warrant or permission of the owner.
The privacy act prohibits the government from giving away personal
information though the Supreme Court recently denied compensation
tor the federal government releasing Social Security. numbers.
With these prohibitions :lemma the government. why diiesn’t that extend to private companies ’
I once received a call al my lob at my hometown new simper from
someone working a marketing agency who wondered it she could buy.
from us, telephone numbers and address of people w ho lie in the city.
I didn’t bother checking because I respect the privacy of others. I wish
other companies would do the same.

Selling consumer information from one private company to another
has become a lucrative business. Many Americans have become increasingly concerned that the consumer information these companies
are selling is leading to identity theft.
Bowe y er. this inhumation is necessary for the flow of business and
these companies should be allowed to sell consumer information as
long as the Fedeial [rude Commission along with the Securities and
FAL:bilge Commission carefully regulate it. Both government agencies
are responsible tor keeping a close eye on the selling of consumer information. particulaily Social Security and driver’s license numbers.
People who are at
of identity theft because their personal information is up for sale, are picturing deviant criminal masterminds purchasing their credit card and social security numbers. But more often
than not. this information is obtained by private investigators. doctors.
law enforcement ,igencies. insurance and car rental companies.
Companies need access to si ’Me of your personal information to secure their business’s financial state and ensure consumer’s safety
Doctors use this information to check patients previous medical histories that would
()them ise be lost in the process of changing
medical care providers or offices II they lose
the privilege of looking up a patients’ medical history. it may result in a mi.diagnosis
and failure to recognize an eyisting condition,
PrIvate iii estmators and law enforcement
agencies at.,.ess personal intoonation to help
capture and ci ns ct crimin.ils. Without
KELLEY LUGEA
vital information, it may be impossible to
investigate suspicious acilY it or track down
repeat offenders.
Insurance agencies also need access to personal information and
records. They use it to gauge the reliability safety and health of a customer in order to predict the costs Or s issible accidents and disasters.
Without being informed through Ciinstimer information. insurance
companies wouldn’t h-e able to tell the difference between a driver w ith
a perfect record and one w ith three accidents and nine speeding tickets.
This would ultimately lead to consumers being duped out of insurance
pas, outs and the companies going bankrupt.
Pro. ate ,ompanies that sell this information should restrict who is
allowed access to it. monitor it’s usage and make sure it doesn’t fall
into the w rung bands in order to protect consumers Consumers may
picture hackers illegall!, entering these databases :Ind stealing the information, when that is nt it the case. More often.
tutiti ii,tl’. \s ere able
to pass oft as small businesses h !also mg then identities, according
to ChoicePoint, a database Mat sells consumer inlinmation. Both the
Federal Trade Cominissoin and the Set. unties Exchange Commission
investigate such criminals and ss ill no longer allow companies like
ChoicePoint to sell customer -sensitise information such as Social
Security and dri et.’ license numbers.
However. eliminating the freedom of selling all peisinal information w mild restrict that information from getting into the right hands
as %s ell. thus blocking pertinent knowledge trom ill ci tI s we rely on to
protect us from touch worse things than identity Mott.
Consumers need to take a step back and weigh the good against
the had. By enacting stricter laws to prohibit the free flow of personal
information and stop identity thieves, we may also he deterring that information from those that are try ing to look after us.
Illmtrdlion by Anndcorey
Kelley Lime(’ is a Spartan Dailv staff writer.

heal) Barrera is a Spartan Dad% waif writer.
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Statues around the world pale in comparison to ours
lo at least some student,. the appearance if two
revolutionary figures set in -.tone near Clark Hall was
a surprise Tuesday morning when they came to class.
The statue of San Jose State alumni Tommie Smith
and John Carlos - if you haven’t heard by now
- freezes the moment in time when the two 1968
Olympic medalists in the 2(8)-meter dash took a stand
with raised fists on a world stage against an America
that had forsaken and disenfranchised minorities for
centuries.
This somber reminder of’ the racism that plagued
our nation was uncovered on Monday evening, with
snacks and a ’60s music cover band. The novelty.
however, ended there.
Black professors and semi -celebrities spoke of the
impact and inspiration Smith and Carlos gave them
and the rest of the nation. Even that white guy who
came in second place spoke of the changes spurred
front that fateful day. After nearly two hours of
obligatory speeches of congratulation, and solemn
tick mints of the black man’s struggle in the world today. the ceremony provided the audience with a stark
moment of contrast - the actual uncovering of the
statue.

1 he hundreds 01 students is h., Attended the UM eiling (versus the tens of thousand, of students enrolled
in the university) know how this goes.
While the national anthem droned, a
black shroud that covered the statue was
slowly pulled back by a man on a jerky
cherry picker to expose the two figures
underneath to the public. However, the
sheet puller was too slow, and as the last
bars of the "Star-Spangled Banner" came
to a close. Smith and Carlos had yet to be
uncovered. The cherry picker guy looked
as if he had been careful to pull the cloak
and not get it caught on Tommie Smith’s
KEVIN
raised fist, the tallest part of the structure. Alas, in an ass kward moment. it did
get caught. and Oleo puller dude struggled, tugg
and yanking. At this point. the crowd watched in aw
and silence, holding its collective breath for what felt
like tis e minutes. I heard at least 10 people whisper
loudly. "It’s gonna break. He’s gonna break it.- The
cherry picker operator moved to remedy- the situation
by raising the dude up higher than the statue for more
leverage. but the machine buckled, and the audience

.onitaption
might topple the might sy mbols of dissent. After a
few more tense seconds. the sheet sx as finally jerked
lice from Smith’s powerful tist, and the
).i )iid exploded in cheers and applause.
Ihe silly and quite uncomfortable moment couldn’t have been better scripted
the sheet ordeal cut the dense buildup
nit tension that es ening. as most of the tinselling, was still and formal, save tor a less

gasped in Unison. as a looked as it Ihe

InstanCes.
There ha% e been Other Staines around the
world in the rie%Ns latch as %%ell. their e xis
tenee a hit different than the representation
YUEN
of Smith and Carlos on our campus
Like the statue of Bruce Lee. erected in a
city in the powder keg country of Bosnia as a s WhOl
IFIC11(1,1111). skill:mit iustice
kn Article
Iron) the BBC New.’.
Cl: I III ;01.I10. tie unit
who came up us ith the idea ot the statue. As say lint he
hope, that Bruce Lee S% ill erase the t.
as .1
place of ethnic rivalries. Whatever. guys. I like lit me
Lee as much as the next guy. hut I don’t ihmk his
Presence will he sub"mid Problem’ s’ ’ii

h the slat tic ;11 I inn (ionzaleg (remember
that kid-’; in his home iuntry of Cuba. A bronze
(ionzalez is show n chit, k mg Superman. OK. it’s a
Superman action twine ..\ccording to news reports.
Superman either represents America or the toys that
the Americans gave (ion/ale, ss fti Ic he was here. I
think instead of Superman he should be throwing a
statue of El tan Gontaleg holding a nix. because that’s
really lame.
Over in Australia. they put up a statue of some
dude who was one of their state’s tirst lieutenant governors. The catch is. it’s upside -doss n. Its built to
resemble A 1,411 century bionic statue. Lomplete with
stone pedeshil. but its Made oh fiberglass and plastic.
and it stands itt its head. Ill. OK.
While these -.tattles of the world sound silly
and iris IA I’m glad the weird moment of Smith
and Carlos %sits fleeting, and after the sheet finally.
dropped. the lists us ill ciintinue to inspire. without being hogged down hi, nos city.

Kevin limn is the Spartan Ibuls ,-I&E editor.
fins ere/I 0111, , I
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TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus
The Alpha Omega Student
Fellowship will hold it meeting
at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic
Campus Ministry Chapel. For
more information, contact Kay
Pullman at 938-1 (3 (3.
Sian Baptist Student koinotha
There us II be a Bible study at
7 p.m in the Guadalupe room
ot the Student I ti in. For more
int ormation...olitilet Diane Kim
at 499-7153.
SJSU Ottholie Campus .1/imstri
Mass will be held at 12. Hi Is
in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Millistr%
Chapel. For mote
information. contact Fr. ii
Rubio at 938-1610.
Women :s Rugby Club
There will be practice from
3:30 p.111. to C:111 p.m

10th and Alit,,, ,; wets for more
information, contact Melody
Ocampo at (530) 574-0575.
Counseling Services
There will be a general process
group from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in room 201 of the
Administration building. For
more information. contact Ellen
Lin or Rachel Kitazono at
924-5910.
(Matseling Set-vi,
There will he an Aiiin American
and Pacific Islander discussion
series from noon to 1:2)) pin in
morn 20I of the Administration
building. For more information.

contact Ellen Lin or Rachel
Kita/ono at 924-5910.
Si /too/ 0/ Art and Design
Mere us ill he an exhibition 01
student .111 from 10 a.m.
-1 p.m.
In the Art and Industrial Studies

building Concert Hall, For more
information. contact Joan Stubbe
at 924-4649.

Imillthin2s

.Sclund of Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of
student art from 10 a.m.
4 p.m.
in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more inhirmanon.
contact the gallery office at

For More inlorlilanoll.

11111.h. I !he taller

’f lice it

924-41Th.
Itidevit Life and Leadership
Applications are being accepted
10 learn how to train students to
address issties of diVersily. You
sail pick up an application in the
Mosaic Cros, Cultural Center in
the Student Union.
thbayan Pilipino American
Organi:aion ii! Sf51
There will he a candlelight vigil
for u eterans at 4:15 p.111 in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union.
.4.5.50 -hired Students
-tiliattus Idol- will take place
ith ,elebrity judge William
flung from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
at the A.S. Recreation Area.
For more information. contact
Clifton Gold at 924-6269.
Critturid //cruiree Center
There will he a reading by
the author of "Chicanos and
Chicanos in School- from 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in room 225 of the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
I.ihrary. For more information.

Got Problems?
Column helps students solve

FRIDAY

life’s ordeals
Got im 51511 related prObleill or
‘,1
list h1.Is tit siho
It S(MISCH.’ VS:int someone else to
help you Well, worry no longer. In his liens column -Spartan Solimons. Its’ Spartan Daily’s very
own
e Editor John Myers will do his best to answer two questions submitted by students
in each column. Just go to www.thespartandaily.com and click on letters to submit your problem
or quest ion. Make sure to include your name, year. major and contact information.

9’4-4330.

Student Life and Leadership
Applications are being iis epted
to learn how to train stlidents to
address issues of disc sits Sou
can pick up an application in the
Mosaic Cross Cultural centei it
the Student Union.
SJSt tatholie Campus Ilmorry
Mass ’till be held at 12 lii p.m.

Don’t forget to read the exclusively online
edition of the Spartan Daily every Friday.
There will be special features not available in
the print edition. Thanks for reading.

VPIMPIP
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Sit down and ’Stay’ in your seats
Film takes a dive
into the surreal

Daily Staff VS a
"North Country- is a drama with a bittersweet ending that will leave
the audience feeling for its characters long after leaving the theater. The
film is a gripping portrayal of the arduous experience that is the fight
against sexual harassment.
When Josie Aimes, played by Charlize Theron, leaves her abusive
husband and moves back to her hometown in northern Mississippi with

The film "Stay- is a mixture of
complex thoughts and ideas ibout
a surreal world bent een lite and
death that explore, what is iii illusion or truls reality.
The him is a definite niust-sce
Its a tilm that pulls twin the ab

MOVIEREVIEW

MOVIEREVIEW
stract and altos\ s lot illotOit pros oking conversations is ith triends
eS
There are so mans idea,
plore in the film Mat it is worth
seeing at least once. it mit its ice or
three times.
Director Marc It irster. ot the
award -winning films "Miinstei’s
Ball- and "Finding Nev edam]."
holds the hands of his audience
as he illustrates dif ferein realities
through a dream-like tint
David enio...
lt a mei ars si
originally put togethei the idea tor
a film that explores a surreal iv mid.
Forster said he wanted to use the
idea and make it into a screenplay
is here he could create a dream

PHOTO COURTESY OF FOX

Henry Lethem (Ryan Gosling) is a mysterious, suicidal college student
Leihem tells foster he has no
realm "Miere realus. imagination
Ile has
and illusions met," accordim! to reason lot 11%111’;
done something so terrible that he
the him press kit
still surely go to hell.
Lwan McGregor plays the char
Joster’s mission in the him is
meter Sam Foster. ii hi,’ Is
to do es ery thing in his power to
dllaltiSt who inherits a colleagues
patient. Henry Lethem, played bs clInt nce Lethem to "stay,- among
Ryan Gosling as a remarkably dis- die Its mg. 55, hen in realits. foster
turbed 20-year -old who wants to and !Allied-1 are living in at S1111,1111 commit suicide on his 21st birthda5. ’,IOUs stale. is
they are both
Naomi Watts 11/1.111lls
Ilie CAN! ;is 115 i iii in-bemeen lite and death.
Ii stem s obsession with wanting
1.110. I’, islets
l110111 tie
to keep Lethem :disc pushes him
silNed Irian a suicide attempt

of the questions that arise during the film are answered at the
Some
end of the movie hut sonic are not.
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’North Country’ explores
real -life harrassment case
BY CHRISTINA YOUNG

BY ELIZABETH PERRY

.1 11.11

OCTOBER 20, 2005

1125 Capri Drive. Suite #5
LIN Gat.", 1:A 95032

It 1118.31ii.;01h
C

I

’

in ’Stay.’
into at world he’s tie’, er stepped
is here he can’t distinguish
into
illusion iron’ ream
lie e pertence, s ivid hallucinations that are blurred into his
real ts and be, iMICs disturbed
when people and situations don’t
make any sense.
I here is CR’ alm.tant flashbacks ,ii s isions IMO the future
that led up to the tilm’s
The entire moi ie.
are
forming questions and ssondering what will happen or is hat has
happened
Fins 111111 Isn’t about making
any sense .4 being rational. It is
things
completels the reverse
&in.! make sense and times
aren’t IFIVill11 tit. MIN,: some tun
isilhi it mkt iSpit’ttc ilte Ideas Ill
the tutu its iutti’ma’sttti.’.
’I think II is hi:Ber iii look at

this
ti 11.15e to look through the
itsu,uls rather than simpl)ii
them. II’, a dor) that, because it
is :ill a diemn. is wide open to all
k inds it interpretations." Forster
said in the trios le ’s pn:ss kit.
SOIlle of the questions that
anse during the film are annwered at the end of the movie
hut some are not. The inun point
ot this lihn Is 10
iMISIde the
hos ,ind amity cc it on a deeper
lei el.
Its’ only thing, as the direc
kn. that I tin able to control
the istill clues
and the red
Lilt ill the 5 le55er.- Forster saw

her young daughter and teenage son, she finds herself in need of a job
to support herself and her children.
Aimes finds work at a local salon and runs into an old friend, Glory,
played by Frances McDormand. who works in an iron mine and convinces Aimes to do the same.
Aimes ts able to eat in a restaurant with her children for the first
time and buys a house with the money she earns. The pay of a miner is
good, but the work is rigorous. More oppressive than the manual labor
involved with the job, however, is the brutal harassment that Aimes and
the other %% omen at the mine receive front their male coworkers.
The mining industry is shrinking. mid the men at the mines are appalled that women are taking jobs, which, they believe, should be reset’, cal tor men only..
When Annes seeks help Intm the company’s president. he tells her
she can either iesign or put up with the abuse "like a man."
Aimes already has a bad rap in her hometown for giving birth to her
son while still in high school. It only worsens when she decides to sue
the mining company.
Throughout the film. Aimes struggle, is ith her relationship with her
father, who counts her as a disgrace to the family. She also must deal
with her son. who quickly discovers and is ashamed of the hostility the
town holds against his mother.
"North C7ountry is based on the book "Class Action" by Clara
Bingham and Laura Leedy Gansler, which elinm lc le, die true story of
Lois Jensen. who tiled a class-action sexual harassment lawsuit against
Eveleth Mines in the late X0s with 15 of her fellow female miners.
Theron is wholly convincing as the young, hut determined. Josic.
She takes the audience through an array of emotions as her character
moves front joy, to frustration, to rage and back again.
McDormand’s performance as the tough, sharp-witted Glory is
equally- compelling. Glory serves as a source of strength for Aimes as
she endures the whole ordeal of
taking on the mining company.
Vies\ crs should be warned
’North Country’
The leis 55 clic, in sexual sin
knee in the tilin are intense.
Although not especially graphic. Rated. l
they are disturbing nonetheless.
Runtime
malutes
It should also be taken into Starring: Charlize Theron, Elle
account that the moi me is only a Peterson,Thomas Curtis, Frances
shtildi.wv 01 is hat really happened
McDorrnand, Sean Bean,Woock
is ith Jen se n ans
d L eleth Mines. Harrelson
While Anne.’ lawsuit is settled in Directed by Nilo Caro
,ouple of sears at most. Jensen Written by Clara Bingham,
5. Li eleth dragged on toi at de - Michael Seitzman, Lau.
Studio: Warner Bros

Some of Friday’s movie releases

ue
1...-14 It 1 -

Shopgirl

’Stay’

ATTORNEY HK KIM
Columbia link...roily School of law. .11). I989
(Harlan Flake tit ,,,,, Scholar).
Duke link...rally. BA, DWI, Inagua ram
INSF:Alk MBA. 199
Member: California Bar .Alooreia
and. A660iniali ,,,, of Trial Laiii)era of America.
G
I Counsel to trustrpongtukgrt.net

Rated: R
Runtime: 99 minutes
Starring: Ewan McGregor, Rya:
Gosling, Naomi Watts
Directed by Marc Forster
Written by David BenioffSt..1din-Wi-ne,- Bros.

rated R
:31._1‘Atat

North Country -- rated R
see review on this page

Doom rated R
starring Karl Urban, Rosamund Pike. Deob,,I

Tonik. Cover your A-Z.’

updi ei,lie

Ror

Stay rated R
see !e,

You’re young. You’re healthy
unpredictable. All it takes is
hitt, and the financial pain ,..
physical. Whether youri, laid
or grass, you’re going to wish .
Your rate can Lie $64 i
cmhno
aroly

Dreamer: Inspired by a True Story

rated PG

starring Kurt Russell, Dakota Fanning, Kris Kristofferson
on ti

‘-’3 pc. r!
l
in,

BayCrest Insurance Services
127‘.
San in.

(408) 249-4611
CA Insurance
License #0B18073
Or apply at our website:
www.baycrestinsuranceservices.com

Kiss Kiss, Bang Bang

Where do you StandP
a new student to &ISL.). you are invited to participate in an
student learning puled to measure your analytical, critic:c tilok
’nig and writing skills Arid even better...it’s FREE!

1ST TIME
(t ItiTOM FR PACKA( ;I

So what do I have to do?
1,nns and write on two

a it is self -timed with up

$50 Special!
Haircut, Manicure, Pedicure
(Reg. $95)

Collegiate learning Assessment
Saturday, October 22. Friday, October 28.
or Saturday, October 29.
Boccardo Business Building (BIM
What’s in it for me?
Tons of freebies & :
Prizes up for grabs include.
(10) $100 Gold Points
! 0) $50 Gold Points
I,) ’Pod Shuffles
PLUS...all participants receive a

,
This rook Mons ore oflePod fiC Lilo a liesah Intintfird/
$.111
on An IndepOrictinit onornine .0,1,a Ilion Cm.,
Assoc...ion tOGAi The Blain Cross name and symbol Or. reg.ter.
soon. marks 0th. FIC.A
’Rolm Me subiloct ha Change and nosed on pion goopiopsis; tossuon
ow and margeal lisstory 02005 BCC CAN132

rated R (limited release)

starring Robert Downey jr,Val Kilmer, Michelle Monaghan

Coupon Book for discounts at the
Spartan Bookstore along with free
popcorn, and free candy!

Additional Services 20"! ( ill

HAIR COLOR SAWN
Full tiers’

Who is eligible?
frPshrovo

Contact us now to verify
your eligiblity and
reserve your seat.
E-mail cla.project@sjsu.edu
Call 408.924.1517
Stop by the CLA Office in the
Admin. Building, Room 112

(408)54

Moths
October 17-21

ires 11/15/05
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After five years, the de Young Museum reopens its doors

ABOVE: After five years of reconstruction, San Francisco’s de
Young Museum opened on Oct. 15. The new de Young Museum
building, designed by architects Herzog & de Meuron, showcases
art, architecture, photography and textiles of different cultures
and eras.

ABOVE: Outside of the grand re-opening of San Francisco’s de Young
Museum, children play with the hand -blown bubbles that Sterling
Johnson, the "bubblesmith," creates to entertain visitors. Music and dance
performances were also scheduled throughout the grand opening weekend,
entertaining the long line of visitors who were allowed free admission from
noon Saturday until 5 p.m. Sunday.

PHOTOS BY
DIANA DIROY
DAILY STAFF

RIGHT: Paul
Applegate, a
visitor of the de
Young Museum,
comes out of the
audience and asks
to help artist Lila
Valencia, with an
art installation
called "Ephemeral
Art," a sawdust
Street painting,
outside of the
museum.

0

RIGHT: At 5 a.m. Sunday inside the
de Young Museum, Jed, right, said,
"We’re all zombied out." Visitors to
the museum stayed after midnight
until 6 a.m. for the Om Records
Dance Party called "Dance your Art
Out."

Love at First Bite!
"Wow! The best sandwich I ever had!"

1%

Theres a
Lee’s Sandwiches
Near You!
NOW OPEN
near New San Jose City Nall

260 E. Santa Clara St.
@ 6th St. San Jose (408) 286-8808
lee’s has more th
30 sandwiche
choose hoot’ PI
lots of otp,
specialty act,

HOME IS WHERE YOU HANG YOUR
AND YOUR SWIMSUIT.
FROM $300,000

YoC

Open Da ily 6am - 9pm

TOTAL FOL
Limit 10 orders or sandwches
Not valid mt. Othef sOectals
PholOalp.eS Vol ac er,!e!
Valid @ 260 E Santa Clara Street
E re Soon

1111111111111111111111
41(

30 locations lo

I

RJ 0C,aph),Aiv
8.
24;1
C.
20363
San Jose i4081 926-9888
Ile Ann Blvd
Cupertino 408,446-5[6C
2307 McKee Rd 4 N Jackson Ave
San Jose -408i 258-1155
990 Story Rd 4 Ciernem AV.?
San Jose (4081 295-3402
4060 Monterey Rd 4 Senter Rd
San Jose 1408i 281-9060
279W Calaveras Blvd in Serra Way
Milpitas 1408 263-1688
2525 S King Rd a Burdette Dr
San .10se14081 274-1596
939W l Carnino Real Sty 108
3276S White Rd. a Morn Rd
4 Mary St
San Jose i408) 274-8166
Sunnyvale. 1408l 774-0595
Cali location for dates and hours of service

LEES SANDWICHES
serve you Call 1-800-640-8880 or visit our website www.leesandwiches.com
tar a !Kahan nearest you.

HAT.

Whether you prefer swimming laps or just laying in the sun with a good book, you’ll love
the pool and landscaped courtyard at Brickyard, San Jose’s newest condominium homes
community. From a spa and fitness studio to a billiards room with Wi-Fi-enabled business
center, the resort -quality amenities at Brickyard will compliment your active lifestyle.
These one- and two -bedroom homes won’t last long. Visit our Sales Center today.
Priority List now forming for New Release.
Sales Center open daily 11am-6pm
1060 South Third Street, San Jose, CA
408.282.9889
brickyardsanjose.com

F,0, I 26,1 tal,V.rqin. SI

’116 St 4.. I South on 6th Si Right nn Keyes, 111911, on South Mud SI
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Coach bids swim team aloha

Tomey prepares for reunion against Hawai’i

Wales to take up new couellinq post ot Hawaii

BY JIMMY DURKIN
\/\:,

BY PRISCILLA WOO

Former San Jose S tate ,ins eisity si ime’’’. swimming and dis mg head coach Victor
Wales has said goodbye to San Jose and
"aloha" to Honolulu.
Wales resigned to accept the head coach
position at the I Ms ersitu of Hass alt’s men’s
and women’s sss miming program. Sage
Hopkins. the teant’s ness interim head coach,
will take his place this y
"When the opportunity came up to conic
and take a look at this .job, 1 ss anted to explore
the possibilities," Wales said.
Intrigued by the prospect of coaching both
men and sstrillen. and an opportunity to lead
a better [’testy le in Hassan. Wales said he
could not turn dim it the otter.
"1 looked at all the pi ’iii k es and there is
unlimited potential.- he said.
Team captain Atli Adams said there aren’t
any hard feelings.
Were not mad about it, because it s good
for him." Adams said. "But its going to he
hard for us. He’s our coach and our friend.
He’s so cool and you can talk to him about
anything."
Hopkins joined the team as interim head
coach last week and the transition with the
coaches has been say smooth. said Nicole
Green. a senior so minter majoring in recreation leisure studies.
"Initially. it as hard to make a change.
It was a really quick change from ’ictor to
Sage," Green said
Wales said he thought Hopkins would be
a good choice lot the team and had suggested
him to the athletic department.
"I thought his personality ssiiuld blend
really well." Wales said, who has talked to
Hopkins and seen him at other rsss im meets
on numerous occasions
Hopkins comes from De 11/11 Cupertino
Aquatics club program as associate
head coach since 2000. Ile ms
taken a leave of absence trom
’BUY
sonic of his duties in order to commit to the Spartan %%omen’s sss liii
team this year. He was also the assistant coach at De Anra College

lead last week against Boise State when
junior quarterback J.P. Greco, in his first
start for the Spartans. hooked up with
senior wide receiver John Broussard for
a 90-yard touchdown on SJSU’s second
possession of the game.
That lead quickly evaporated as the
Broncos scored 31 unanswered points
before halftime en route toil 38-21 suit.
"Obviously, we were disappointed in
last weekend’s result, but we’re not discouraged." Tomey said. "If you’re discouraged. you’re going to give up and
not play hard."
Senior defensive end Justin James
said he knows there will be extra enthusiasm this \seek for the Mns because of
Homecoming. hut the team has to look
at it like any idler game.
"There’s a lot more added excitement
in the events surrounding the game. James said. "But just like any s eek. we
want to win. We’re going to play hard."

San Jose makes it easier to look at this
game like an) other on the schedule.
"II you’re play ing in Honolulu, it’s a
little different because that’s where (my
family lived for a long time," Tomey
said. "For right now, we just need to
get a Win. It doesn’t really matter who

for the 2005 season.
The San Jose State Cot\ ersity foot"1-he transition \S as certainly a considball team has outscored its opponents
eration ss oh me ioillit4! in.- Hopkins said.
7044 in the second halt of its games
-We’re sr, ec’ks or 5,, into the season .ind
this season.
its really unportain 141 base .1n4n1111 Han_
it Is:.
( e,i,iiiils there s going to be some
I-hawai’i coach June Jones said he
changes. but its unprmant that Mei c’s s,nne
knows Tomey will have his team ready
NOTEBOOK
FOOT
continuity for the ladies on the team to Moe a
to play, especially with the Warriors
sense of stability. The first half has been a different stocooling to town.
Hopkins said esers thing has a purpose in
ry, however, as the Spartans have been
"If there’s one game I rick will have
the program.
trounced 144-6b.
them really ready- to play. i1.5 inir game
"It’s important he them to understand that
SJSU 11-5, 0-3 Western Athletic
because of Ins connection with the uniif we’ve got 20 or 30 minutes of practice left
versity for so many years." Jones said.
Conference) looks to put an end to
I’m not just going hi kill time and do bus)
a five-game losing streak when it
"Our kids understand that, and hopessork with them." Hopkins said. "Everything
hosts the University of Hawaii in its
fully we’ll go up there and play good."
Whats’s ci is e do. We
se do has a ream m.
Homecoming game Saturday at 3 p.m.
need In Ills ill iii It all the suits hs’idllst: it is
at Spartan Stadium.
Who’s the quarterback?
:tiling to liaNe u direct impact on then racing
"I’m going to drug them and then Ein
and performances.going to tell them it’s halftime," SJSU
The Spartans’ current depth chart
Jillene Gole.t, a sophomore swimmer macoach Dick Tomey joked at Monday’s
lists the starting quarterback as Tafral
joring in business marketing, said she is really
press conference hen asked how to
or Greco and Tomey said he has yet to
excited to he ’,skimming with Hopkins.
solve the first -hall ssoes.
R(40041)11
make a decision on who will get the
coach
as
a
positive
"I’m taking the new
Chester
Junior
vs isle
receiver
start.
and
I
think
it
lots
made
influence urn our team
Coleman said the problem has been that
"They both have done What we asked
Tomey’s lirst head coaching posiour leant a lot stronger because we’ \ e all had
the Spartans has en ’t had the right nund- tion was when he coached Ha \sai’i them to do," Tome) said. "I’m comfortto work together in order to still make our
set when the game starts.
from 1977-86 and left with a record of able with both of them."
team success! ul." (Mk/ said.
"We’ve been excited coming into the 63-46-3, the most wins in school
Greco’s first start lasted until late
cohesion
Hopkins said there’s a lot of team
games," Coleman said. "But it cents history.
in the third quarter against Boise State
and a lot ot team support within the ladies.
like going into the fourth quarter there’s
v.cek sill! Ire only the second and he finished 8 -of-IS passing lot- 122
"They :se really had to gel together as a
a sense of urgency.
time *finney has coached against the yards and a touchdown. lafral is. who
team and rely on each other and I think that’s
"We need to have that in the begin- Warriors since lea’, in4 lie s.hool
he started the first live games. is as 9-o1-16
going to lobe nothing hut positise impacts for
ning of the game -- just come out and led Arliona to a 27-0 k it user Him ;11.1 kir 95 yards and two touchdimns.
the rest of the year." he said.
be as excited as sue are during practice in 1998 - but Tome) said lie isuruluh
Both players have shared repetitions
As of right now, the sssimmers and new
and in the bei2inning of the week and treat it like any other game.
in practice this week and ’Emmy said the
head cu is :ire still getting acquainted.
carry that cmotion into the beginning of
haVe a lot ui IL-Teel for Ha \van des ision will be made hum in the sseek.
’We is’ still getting to kilos\ hum- Green
the game and it is ill %souk out tine for because I kilos% all their particulars real
said -We’re doing :mire of the talking. but he
us.- he said.
suel I." Timmy said.
Oath ,raff writer Cheek) Barrow
seems ea.\ to oilk to and is a good gu
SISU ,A;is able to take an Cark 7 Il
Tomes added that has ing the game in
’,nu ’hilted to this rept.,
said lie 1, ,..1)
ecited to smirk ii itlu tie
meant.
, .
"I couldn’t he mot,
(.11111eSe CLUSIIIC
NS1
L p to S6.000
excited. they are a gre.o
FOOD TO GO
group of ladies. l’ iii Angel...
thiniirriin
Get Custom Printed Apparel!
Donate Eggs!
Embroidery & Promotional Items!
14081
7.10 ea. tot 25
."’
err VISA MC AMEX DIS
1, GET 1 FOR 594
5.10 ea. tor 50
Air
Call Family Fertility Center
4.16 ea. for 100
131 11. Jackson Street
CENTURY
All etlinicities needed
,ot t0. 0 loot

cv ca.

616.7700
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, SJSU PRESENT

LENS
2005
GLOBAL
SPARTANS GO GOLD PHOTO CONTEST
2005 HOMECOMING WEEK

OUTREACH PRO
Santa Clara Dec
Need car Send re

WELCOME SAC
enthusiastic & er
private events & c
your school schec
good money Call

SPARTAN IDOL
with celebrity judge
WILLIAM HUNG
Hugs for Thugs
and Christie Hageman
HOSTED BY: SARAH STILLMAN
6:00 p.m.
A.S. Rec Area

hieriewirvAr

An International Photo Contest
for SJSU students, alumni, staff, faculty and retirees

FRIDAY:

co -sponsored by Global Studies, Alumni Affairs and the
School of Journalism and Mass Communications

SPARTOBER FEST

5:00 8:00 p.m.
Campus Village

Saturday:
TAILGATE BBQ PARTY

11:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
South Campus Field
(Corner of 10th and Alma)
SPARTANS VS. UNIV. of HAWAII

3:00 p.m. Kickoff
Spartan Stadium

Open to SJSU students, alumni, staff, faculty and retirees
Entry deadline: Monday, October 31, 2005, 5:00 p.m. PST

SAN nisi

ATTENTION SJSI
’$15.00 BASE-api
Vector, the corm
available for custo
The positions &fel
’HIGH STARTING
’FLEXIBLE SCHE
’internships possit
’Au majors may at
’Scholarships awa
Some conditions
’No experience ne
’Training provided
Eam income &
throughout the ser
www workforstude
SWIM TEACHER:
with children a mu
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over 800 job listini
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Nine Awards! First, Second, Third Place Winners for Alumni, Students,
Faculty/Staff/Retirees! Lots of Honorable Mentions!
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650-777-7090 No.
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A maximum of three photographs per entrant may be submitted.
Entries must be 35mm slide, 8" x 10" print or digital format. No video entries.
Although color shots are preferred, black and white entries are welcome.
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Entries from professional photographers are not allowed.
Judging will be completed by December 1,2005. Winners will be notified ASAP.
San Jose state University reserves the right to duplicate submitted p11010151 in university publications.
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These events are wheelchair accessible For more
infoonanon, please co (4081924 6269
NO GLASS BOTTLES OR ALCOHOL ALLOWED.

ABCOM PRIVATI
Flexible Grave Eic
Commute up to 2!
(408) 247.4827

TEACHERS/INS
Degree/Cred not
408-287-4170 ext

TONIGHT:

ASSOC IATED STUDENTS

DELIVERY DRIVI
Earn up to $250 e
Heavy lifting is rer

San Jose State
UNIVERSITY

For more information, see the official contest rules and entry form at:
http://gs.sjsu.edu, or contact the SJSU Global Studies program at
210 N. Fourth St. (corner of East St. James). San Jose, CA
phone 408-924-7197, fan 408-924-7203
or e-mail globalstudies@gs.sjsu.edu.
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VILLAGE - Many students unaware of Village Market, says manager
continued from page 1
highlight."
Patterson said the Village
Market is having a grand opening because although most of the
SJSU community knows about

Campus Village, much of it is unaware of what the Village Market
has to offer.
"I don’t know if everyone on
campus knows where we are,
who we are, what kind of products we have here." Patterson
said. "We’re just trying to let ev-

HOMECOMING - Idol contest tonight

some friends.
Patterson said coming to the
Village Market event would
be a great way for SJSU students. staff, and faculty members "pumped up" for the
game against the Urns r sity of
Hawaii.

eryone know that we’re here and
we have a lot of great products
and great staff."
Ken Tsang, a junior majoring
in hospitality management. said
he will probably stop by the grand
opening. He said he plans on going to the homecoming game with

Rescuers search for children reported missing in San Francisco Bay
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Rescuers searched Wednesday
night for the bodies of at
least two young children who
were reportedly tossed in San
Francisco Bay near a popular
waterfront stretch in a case being investigated as a homicide,

authorities said.
A man called 911 at 5:30 p.m.
to report that two, and possibly
three children, were dropped from
Pier 7 into the chilly water, said
Fire Chief Joanne Hayes-White.
"Because of the nature of the
injuries, the possible fatalities, at

this time this case is now assigned
to our homicide unit," said Police
Chief Heather Fong. "We believe
there possibly are three children."
The children were believed to
be under 10 years old, Fong said.
Coast Guard boats and a helicopter searched the waters as

act EXOTIC for the EROTIC mit

Non -hormonal birth control hotline:
methods and study opportunity
*Free Supply of condoms
*Research opportunity in a new
contraceptive study of a vaginal gel
*Free information on available methods
(Up

to $575 compensation for your time and travel)

CALL OUR INFORMATION LINE
AT 800-300-5767
Sponsored by CFHC, a non-profit health organization

darkness fell.
"The temperature in the water
is rather cold," Hayes-White said.
"It’s windy. I’m understanding
there’s a strong northerly ebb tide.
It would make a rescue situation
very difficult. Very soon it would
most likely be a recovery effort."

Flung si ill be joined by guest
judges Blake Balajadia, A.S. director of eommunity affairs Epp)
Santiago. and last ear’s Spartan
Idol winner. Christie I leginman.
Molino said about IS participants have signed up to compete.
Each contestant or group tit
contestants will sing a song of their
choice and be judged by both the
panel of judges and the audience.
Winners will receise p11/es
such as an iPod Nanoin i s iii
mini, an iPod shuffle and
tion of gift certilicate’ I roin i lurtes
and Spartan Shops.
Spartan Idol will start al 6 p.m.
in the A.S. recreation area.
Homecoming court. a timehonored tradition at Homecoming
games. will be announced durat Saturday ’s game
111g halt
against the I ’no ersity ti Hass :n.1.
Ehe three finalists lin King .ire
Alex Ramos, Joel Bodgeman.
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ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
115.00 BASE-appt
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings
available for customer sales/service.
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
’HIGH STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’internships possible
’All majors may apply
’Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided
Earn income & gain experience, Watch for us on -campus
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
LAWN workforstudents com/sjsu
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Experience
with children a must Teaching experience not required AM/ PM/
WE shifts available. Email resume: sdavis'avac.us

HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON for rewarding career in financial
services (650)380-2856

ACTION DAY NURSERY Pnmary Plus seeking Infant, Toddler
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT positions available
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req for Aide
positons. Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for an interview'247-6972 or fax resume to
248-7433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare, PT, in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous expenence with children a must Please
call 248-2464
PT/ FT/ $25 bonus

BABYSITTER needed for 3 children (ages 1 5, 4. 6) in Saratoga.
M/TufiN/F 2 30-6 30, Th 12.30-630 $15/hour Willing to split
position across 2 people. Must have reliable car (need to drive
children) & expenence with kids Call Janet 408-375-8660
SITTERS WANTED. $10./Hour
Register FREE
for jobs at
student-sitters corn

BEAUTIFUL 1 BED APT. $750!

OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose, PT, weekdays,
2p-6p. Flexible scheduling. Must have completed 6 ECE units
$10/ hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career In special
education Questions? Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104. Send
resume to: jobsiaesba org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland, CA 94612. EOE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER

for small Santa Clara Private School. M-F, 2-3pm (days and pm
times can be flexible) Fax resume (408) 247-0996 $20 00/ Hr

TEACHER’S AIDE:

2nd/3rd grade. Small Santa Clara Private School M-F, 9-12:30
Fax resume to (408) 247-0996. $10 00/ hr.
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Drivers Must have
clean background Clean driving record. Pass DOT physical
exam. Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit 21 years
of age. Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want.
The benefits you need. For more information call 14081436-7717
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BEST PART-TIME GIG EVERMI

FOR RENT

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

F-7FOR
SALE

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
10
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
30
35
36
37
SERVICES
38
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69 00 per year Save 3051-60% 41
43
(includes cosmetic). For info call
44
1-800-655-3225 or
45
46
www.studentdental corn or
47
www goldenwestdental corn
50
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation 53
Experienced Efficient. Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles 54
58
ESL is a specialty Grace'831 252-1108 or
62
Evagarce'aol corn or visit
63
www gracenotesediting corn
66
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 8 women $10 Hair coloring 67
$151 up Wax $5/ up Full set nails $151 up Pedicure $13 68
Manicure $8 Located @ 505 S 10th St She 205 (corner of 69
William &10th-upstairs) CALL 14081 993-2250
70
GOT MISDEMEANORS? Expunge your priors before you look for 71
a job Most misdemeanors expunged for $400 Chris @ 800-509- 72
2703 wenv pirronelaw corn (408)280-6850

OPPORTUNITIES

NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
online job and internship bank) irs easy, visit us at www careerce 2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/
ntersjsu edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
roommates!! Great Floor Plan! Washer & Dryers on premisis.
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept Parking available!! Only $1,050/ mo, may work with you on the
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem. Sch Age deposit!! (408)378-1409
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
avail. T & Th PM shifts avail $7 83-$11.32/hr to start, depending 2 bedroom 2 full bath, over 1000 sq foot apartment. Walking
on exp No ECE credits required Kathy@408 354-8700 X245
distance to SJSU. Newly remodeled. Laundry facilities Parking
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14.50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So. Bay
650-777-7090 No. Bay
www funstudentwork.com

the floors I
( ’ampte. Village I for
the hest banner,- Whim said. "We

BLDG: 1)BII 209
Pit N: 408-921-3277
\\: 408-921-3282
classiliedot easa.+11.e(lii
Online: www.ilicsiyartancliiiiv.coin

TEACHER / ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY, lmmed P1. FIT pos GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rin Units Park like
Minimum 6 ECE units regd. Must be able to commute. F/P must grounds Patio Gated W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280
Rent start from $905 995 Tully Rd San Jose 294-6200
be clear. 14081287-3222

INTERNET WORK! $8 75-$38 50/ hr!
Studentsurveysite com/ sp3

Den.
’se al 2 ar mre

s

Close to Lightrail $600 Dep (408)298-1332
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT,
EMPLOYMENT
ANNOUNCEMENTS
in San Jose. Flex hours/ days. Monday-Saturday. Call Togo@
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students 408 295-0228 Send resume to jobs@esba org or fax 10 408 275FAMILIES WANTED Local Chinese (PRC). Indian. Russian
Earn up to $250 every weekend. Must have reliable truck or van 9858. $9 82-$14.50/ hour DOE
and Brazilian Families wanted for research project on tech in
Heavy lifting is required 408 292-7876
CASHIER WANTED 4 interview stop @ 10477 S DeAnza Blvd everyday life Institute for the Future (www iftt ore) Contact
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers PT/FT
(7-2pm) or call (408)253-9500
jenglishQemail sisu edu or (408) 924-5347
Flexible Grave Bonus
WEB DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE Seeking student in Web
CAMPUS CLUBS
Commute up to 25 miles
Professional course study or equivalent to update and maintain
(408) 247-4827
existing company web site Be creative in design, layout, graphics $600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your groups
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools in Milpitas/ and colors Part time with flexible hours - work can be done at time PLUS our free iye,. free) fundraising programs EQUALS
Santa Clara. Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp. company location or remotely from your home Apply updated $1,00043,000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up
Need car Send resume/cover letter to, hr@giriscoutsofscc org
skills learned in class to real life situation Download application to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
Call Rick CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (8881 923-3238
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools at www. AscotEvents corn / Application/ contact html or
@ (408)234-5153
or visit MANY campusfundraiser COM
Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp. Need car VM
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls.
efavnpstnev
& count ry ciubsFT/PT avail We wsii work around
your school schedule Must have clean DMV Lots of fun & earn
good money Call 408 867-7275

Blake Balajadia. and the three
finalists for Queen are Jessica
Gomar, Natalie Ali aga and
Tamika Greer.
"San Jose State would be
lucky to have :DO of these men
and women repiesenting them as
Homecoming King and Queen.Mohno said. "They are all great
role -models. Banners made by residents of
Campus Village is It be displayed
at the game and. pro’ id rig the
weather permits. around campus "
Molino said the banners are another nn an A S isVs illS Is, 191 r
a Homecoming antis as to suit en
cry student.
"We had a con-limn ion between

3 Ilere le r S4 ."

Open Cy.. xday Mon-Sat I I-1 Oprn Sun I-7pm
15655 VVinchestex Blvd Camber! inn, Hamilton Ave
Plus many, many more
(408)871.1826 www.pleasureheart nose
10% off with this ad cap 10/26/05

CLASSIFIE
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper

continued from page 1
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Coup d’ Liner letters
Pricey entree
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Butter substitute
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1 Capsule, maybe
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3 Bug repellent
4 Wirr ovor
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Quicker
Not their
Slugger’s stat
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Gallop or trot
Ad spiel
Strike one as
House addition
Peace gesti,i,

Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in
next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
Call Javed @ Jackson Hewitt Tax Service’408-813-6212
CASH FOR YOUR OPINION Lawyers want your opinions. $60
for 5 hours-CASH Availability on 12/1. 12/2. or 12/3 Location:
hotel, San Jose. Call (800) 727-5056.

WANTED

SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch of the
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm
donor programs If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree you can earn up to $900/mo. receive a free comprehensive
Secunty Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or
larger than others! $1195/ mo. (408) 947-0803
to apply online please visit www.cryobankdonors.corn

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spar es. Lill Ii letter. number. punctuation mark, and space is lot matted into ari ad line.
The find line will be set in bold type and tipper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three
lines is i equired. IN.:Ohne is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
blINIMIXTIDIELLINLCLSEDDIDAD;
DAYS:
RATE:
RA II INCREASES $2.00

1
$6.00

’2
$9.00

3
$12.00
ADDrIlONAL LINE AFTER nit

4
$15.00

5
$1/4,00

FOIRD 1INF PER AD

RATE INCREASLY 8200 LAC11ADDTIONAI. DAY AFTER THE FIFIl I DAY Pill All
RATES ARE CONSLCDIT’S DAYS ONLN AIL ADS ARE_ PREPAID
No RE/17ND% oN (re. LDAIM

ADDMONAT WORDS MAY RE SOLD AT A CltAxu4I OF Slid PER WI MD

EREQUENCY DISCOUNT.
r miser wive issuer. 10% discount.
SISU STUDENI ItAff,; 10% discount. Rate applies to student’s indivichsal ads only. Not intended for b ii si tt <mei
persons. Frequency discount does not apply.

alit1

/or ousel

Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services In addition, readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations or merchandise.
10/20/05
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University leaders discuss campus resources
BY ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
Jan), taJ v4h it.C
Unis ersity
President
Don
Kassing spoke about his college
experiences at the Conversation
with Um% cr51 i
Leadership In
Wednesday .
The Metropolitan I.. nit er,n)
pe Fieno2 hosted an
Scholar’s
event that ease students ilk. opportunity to talk to a ’,and ii San Jose
State I 111%01’,11
I lieleaders ins laded Kassing,
Pros ii (:11111ell
former
Sigler.
Academic Senate Chair Annette
Nel len, and current Academic
Senate Chair Sally Veregge.
’Hie main iihiest Is e Of the gathering Si as tri Illake students aware
of the rest mice. S.ISI ’ has to offer.

including faculty and staff. said
Jill Steinberg, director of student
services.
The Muse program had a series
of eight questions for the panel of
leaders, designed to target student
needs and better equip them for
imis ersity success.
Each leader was then asked to
describe a typical day and their
role at the university.
Veregge said she spends her day
answering questions and concerns
in regard to campus policies.
These policies include things
such as curricula, student grading,
add and drop procedures. and all
other policies that affect the university. Veregge said.
Vert.. gge has been at the university or 20 sears and said. "Being a

professor is the most Whiffing job."
Sigler said most people don’t
know what the provost does. She
then went on to describe her position as a campus leader.
"I do a little bit of everything,"
Sigler said.
"I work closely with the deans.
I work with the vice presidents, I
oversee academic activities, (and)
I deal a ith personnel issues,"
Sigler said.
In addition to these, Sigler attends student meetings, such as
A Cons ersanon with University
Leadership. There are a number of
unisersity and San Jose City committees Sigler also works with, she
said.
SJSU is a very complex institution with over 3.000 full-time em-

ployees, 1,5(() part-time employees and the university is a $400
million enterprise. Kassing said.
SJSU is one of over 20 campuses in California that has a board of
trustees that meets six times a year,
usually in Long Beach, Kassing
said.
"Our main objective is to create
a set of circumstances for students
to succeed," Kassing said.
The panel was also asked to
describe the reasons they are
proud of SJSU.
Kassing said he is extremely
proud of the students, "especially this week with the statue
unveiling." Kassing said.
The statue in honor of
Tommie Smith and John Carlos
was a student project led by the

Associated Students, Kassing said.
The university leaders were
asked to provide students with a
piece of advice.
Freshmen who are accepted to
SJSU are the top one-third of their
high school graduating classes, the
other two-thirds were not invited
to attend. Just by being accepted,
the university knows you are able

to succeed, Nellen said.
"Set high standards for yourself
(and) make the absolute most of
it," Nellen added.
Kassing was a mathematics major until his junior year, when he
changed his degree to economics.
"Learn to trust yourself and invest in yourself," Kassing said. "You
should also learn how to work tired."

Lecture commemorates 400th anniversary of book
BY PRISCILLA WOO
.400111
A
it the book "Don
annis ci s,ur
Quixote de la Mancha" by Miguel
Cers antes. w as held Thursday
night in the Almaden room of the
Student t ’Mon.
The lecture featured guest
speaker James A Parr. a professor it liispank studies from
it Calffiimia.
the I .tmersm
Ris erslkic ii lit’ I, a !minding member and president it the Cervantes
Society of Amei is a.
Parr spoke mainly on the title
of the book. evaluating the names
and its many meanings. He also
net, tic,’ a Passage Iron, Part tv," in
Spanish and related it to the Tule.
-I tiled to It wits inam kOlt the
tails title ’,elate,’ that., the hook
e are ,:eleht :long.- Parr said. "At
the end, I tom lied on a passage
n part two which I thought was
related beLause both of them deal

with the origin. The room wits pas. k ed with
students from the humanities honors program as well as Spanish
classes. Some students had to lean
against the walls because there
weren’t enough chairs.
Associate professor of Spanish.
Anne fountain. said she was delighted w nil the turnout.
is an important work, a
"
landmark in hooks. and so students
want to learn." fi ’Liman) said.
The event w as formed through
the collaboratise efforts of the San
Jose University Department of
Foreign Languages and the Office
of the Provost, wit!’ the support of
the Spanish Consulate.
"We wouldn’t be doing this
without the provost
Carmen
and the generous supSigler
port of the (Spanish Consulate)."
Fountain said. "The prokost is a
specialist on the Golden Age of
Spain. She really appreciated the
importance of the year and the

es cm. and so she gave 1.1,111111121US
and the support to do this
A reception at the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center tollowed
the It’s tine Students and professots stmalited and snacked on
I wits and s egetables.
Some of the students had a different take on the lecture. Nick
Castanada. a junior majoring in advenising, said the lecture was con"I was expecting something
different because (Par analyzed
the name tot the hook) a lot and
I didn I really understand it."
Castanada said
Iheie is ere some people who
were fluent in the Spanish language, and one asked a question
in Spanish. Castanada. who is taking Spanish IA. said it was difficult to comprehend.
’’I ’in not at that level yet. so I
didn’t understand everything that
happened." lie said.
Luke Poll inger. a sophomore

majoring in business finance, said
he had never read the book.
"I think (Parr) stressed the
names more than anything else,"
Pollinger said. "I actually didn’t
read the book, so I didn’t know
what it was about. ... But I am
enjoying Spanish. though."
Parr said the lecture wasn’t exactly ss hat he had planned to talk
about
"What I had planned to talk
about would have taken a little
bit longer," Parr said. "It’s hard
to involve a large audience for
more than 20 to 25 minutes. So I
decided to limit to that.’’
Parr said he hoped students
would come mit of the lecture
with an apples lanon oh author
Cervantes’ latishs is ruing.
"Smelliness\ ii ts,usl I (’en antes’ )
text for other reasons rather than
look at his artistic acluesement."
Parr said. that’s what I tried to
bring out. If they just got a glimmer
of that. then I can be happy."
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Set, jump, spike ...
Koki Matsuoka, an exchange student from Japan, spikes the
volleyball during Open Rec on Tuesday outside the A.S. House.
Open Rec, an Associated Students-sponsored activity, occurs from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

It feels good
to make time
for fitness.
Take good care of yourself during the
holidays. You can make it happen right now at Pinnacle Fitness. More
amenities. Great classes. Personalized
service. You deserve an experience
that’s something special. And you’ll
find it all close to campus here at
Pinnacle Fitness.

JOIN NOW FOR

125"*
South Bay

PINNACLE

East Bay

San Jose

Los Gatos

Blackhawk

Danville

Walnut Creek

408.924.0500

408.358.3551

925.736.0898

925.743.3919

925.933.9988

fee of a Month To Month Membership or Value membership
equal opportunity club 0 2005 Pinnacle Fitness.

$125 oft the enrollment
An

Must present ad to

lust

Li

How much better
could your life be?
receive discount.

Cannot be combined with

any other offers or discounts Expirin 10/31/05. Discount Cods: "OCTOBER125"

